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The Original App
The app that I chose to redesign is called Cruelty Cutter. I downloaded it myself
a few years ago when I was trying to get in a habit of using cruelty free makeup
products. It provides a barcode scanner that you can use to search products
while you’re out and about shopping, to find out whether or not they’re tested
on animals.
Super awesome idea, right? I think so too. Unfortunately, the UX
and UI of Cruelty Cutter is not quite as awesome as the purpose of
the app. However, I felt like this is something I could work with.
Take a look at these screenshots. This is essentially the entire app.
One reason I don’t like it is because it’s so plain looking. It’s not nice
to look at, nor does it give any indication of what you’re doing. This
app could be for anything! And not in a good way!

So I dove in and started reading reviews for this app and others like it, to see if everyone
else was on the same page as me.

App Research

User Interviews

Wireframes
Reading reviews gave me fuel to create my wireframes by
pinpointing a couple problems that I wanted to solve. I wanted
to create a more beautiful looking way to display a high volume
of information. I wanted to add colors to design a more engaging
experience. Users shouldn’t be confused, because this app is meant
to be easy to pull out in the store and check on a product, so
getting to each destination should be second nature.
I went on to do visual research after I came up with my
wireframes. I wanted a colorful, engaging experience, but nothing
too overwhelming since I knew that there would be a lot of textual
information in this app.

Visual Research

Persona
Diane Freeman
Age: 26
Occupation: Social media manager
Education: MBA, University of Miami
Status: Single
Passionate Vegan Educated

Bio
Diane is a passionate milennial, who is
on a vegan diet. She is passionate about
using only cruelty-free products in her
in-depth beauty routine. She’s looking
for a way to easily figure out what’s
vegan, what’s cruelty free, and hopefully
it looks cute so she can promote it too.

Personality
Introvert

Extrovert

Sensing

Intuition

Thinking

Feeling

Judging

Perceiving

Goals

Skills

Find an easy way to find cool new products

Communicating with others

Easily manage her diet

Encouraging education about

Keep track of these things in one screenshottable place

animal treatment

Frustrations
Having a bunch of apps for similar tasks is annoying

Passionate about social media
and making a difference in the
world

Finding good products that are completely cruelty free
can be difficult at times

I created this persona after I spent some time thinking of the
people I know who would use an app like this. I went about this
from a younger perspective, because a lot of people who hop
into using only cruelty free products tend to be young. This is
because there’s a lot of conversation online and around in general
about the benefits to this, and that’s just sort of where the “trend”
follows. Obviously, the market for this app is much bigger than
this, but that’s where I went for my persona.

For my information architecture, I focused primarily on the different
screens that I knew I wanted to be accessible from a navigation bar.
I struggled a bit to come up with my IA because I just felt a little
overwhelmed trying to think of all the different screens an app was
going to need. This encouraged me to shift my focus onto creating
a basic IA that I could then use to start creating more high-fidelity
prototypes that would then illuminate what screens were missing.

IA

Mockups

They aren’t perfect, but I was proud of the way
these mockups came out. I worked for a long
time on them and I felt like they were going in
the direction that I intended, which was exciting,
because that doesn’t always happen when I start
actually designing a product.
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Color Study
My initial color study got me to these little palettes. I wanted
welcoming, beautiful colors that were more on the natural side,
so to match the animal-friendly nature of the app.
As for picking a font, I wanted to try to use a script style for
headlines, and then probably a sans-serif for a sleek, modern
look. A lot of skincare companies use similar styles, so I thought
it could help create a familiar and effective UX and UI.
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Type Study
Cruelty Cutter
Damion size 45

Cruelty Cutter
Eufoniem size 45

Cruelty Cutter
Pacifico size 45

Avenir 15 on 16
0123456789
Cruelty Cutter
Product Results

Gill Sans 15 on 16
0123456789
Cruelty Cutter
Product Results

Bodoni 15 on 16
0123456789
Cruelty Cutter
Product Results

Lato 15 on 16
0123456789
Cruelty Cutter
Product Results

Century Gothic 15 on 16
0123456789
Cruelty Cutter
Product Results

Montserrat 15 on 16
0123456789
Cruelty Cutter
Product Results

Didot 15 on 16
0123456789
Cruelty Cutter
Product Results

Myriad Pro 15 on 16
0123456789
Cruelty Cutter
Product Results

Futura 15 on 16
0123456789
Cruelty Cutter
Product Results

Univers 15 on 16
0123456789
Cruelty Cutter
Product Results

Some companies will say that they don’t conduct
animal tests unless required by law—this
means that they’re choosing to pay for tests on
animals so that they can sell more products in
China. Don’t buy it! The best way to ensure that
you’re not supporting cruel and deadly tests
is by purchasing only from companies listed as
“cruelty-free” in our database.
Avenir 12 on 14

Some companies will say that they don’t conduct
animal tests unless required by law—this means that
they’re choosing to pay for tests on animals so that
they can sell more products in China. Don’t buy it!
The best way to ensure that you’re not supporting
cruel and deadly tests is by purchasing only from
companies listed as “cruelty-free” in our database.
Gill Sans 12 on 14

Some companies will say that they don’t conduct animal
tests unless required by law—this means that they’re
choosing to pay for tests on animals so that they can sell
more products in China. Don’t buy it! The best way to
ensure that you’re not supporting cruel and deadly tests is
by purchasing only from companies listed as “cruelty-free”
in our database.
Bodoni 12 on 14

Some companies will say that they don’t conduct
animal tests unless required by law—this means
that they’re choosing to pay for tests on animals
so that they can sell more products in China. Don’t
buy it! The best way to ensure that you’re not
supporting cruel and deadly tests is by purchasing
only from companies listed as “cruelty-free” in our
database.
Lato 12 on 14

Some companies will say that they don’t
conduct animal tests unless required by law—
this means that they’re choosing to pay for
tests on animals so that they can sell more
products in China. Don’t buy it! The best way
to ensure that you’re not supporting cruel
and deadly tests is by purchasing only from
companies listed as “cruelty-free” in our
database.
Century Gothic 12 on 14

Some companies will say that they don’t
conduct animal tests unless required by
law—this means that they’re choosing to
pay for tests on animals so that they can
sell more products in China. Don’t buy it!
The best way to ensure that you’re not
supporting cruel and deadly tests is by
purchasing only from companies listed as
“cruelty-free” in our database.
Montserrat 12 on 14

Some companies will say that they don’t conduct
animal tests unless required by law—this
means that they’re choosing to pay for tests on
animals so that they can sell more products in
China. Don’t buy it! The best way to ensure that
you’re not supporting cruel and deadly tests is
by purchasing only from companies listed as
“cruelty-free” in our database.
Didot 12 on 14

Some companies will say that they don’t conduct
animal tests unless required by law—this means that
they’re choosing to pay for tests on animals so that
they can sell more products in China. Don’t buy it!
The best way to ensure that you’re not supporting
cruel and deadly tests is by purchasing only from
companies listed as “cruelty-free” in our database.
Myriad Pro 12 on 14

Some companies will say that they don’t
conduct animal tests unless required by law—this
means that they’re choosing to pay for tests on
animals so that they can sell more products in
China. Don’t buy it! The best way to ensure that
you’re not supporting cruel and deadly tests is
by purchasing only from companies listed as
“cruelty-free” in our database.
Futura 12 on 14

Some companies will say that they don’t
conduct animal tests unless required by law—
this means that they’re choosing to pay for
tests on animals so that they can sell more
products in China. Don’t buy it! The best way
to ensure that you’re not supporting cruel
and deadly tests is by purchasing only from
companies listed as “cruelty-free” in our
database.
Univers 12 on 14

Comps

I created three different comps based on color palette. I struggled to come up
with too much variety between them otherwise, though, but I didn’t know why
I was getting stuck. I knew I needed some feedback from my peers and professor
to really be able to figure out what was going on, because I once again felt like I
was staring at the same thing for too long.

Critique
When I presented my prototypes to my class and got some feedback, I came
away with a few main points that I wanted to adjust. I knew I had to add more
images, make them way bigger, make the text smaller, just generally lighten it all
a lot more (in terms of text as well as colors).
I first made a decision to further persue the blue version of the comps I created.
I felt like it had a calm vibe that fit well with everything I was going for. I added
in some different transparancies, a bit of gradient, and more images as well.
I thought that a tile layout could hopefully give me the look I was going for
by opening it all up and generally being more visual. However, even though I
liked this version so much more than anything I’d created so far, I still felt like
something was missing. I found myself in a spot once again where I was pleased,
but a bit stuck

Final Comp
draft

At this point I needed to add another color into my palette
because things were looking too blue. I also needed to make the
prototype interactive, which would help me develop the last few
screens that surely were still missing but much needed. So that’s
exactly what I did.

Final Prototype
Here’s a link to the interactive prototype.

Here’s a few screens from my final prototype that I particularly
like. There are more that I thought turned out nicely too, but
those are within the prototype. This was my first exprience with
creating an interactive app prototype and I enjoyed doing it.
Looking back, I would say the most challenging part of this project overall was time
management. Because I know I always start to overthink everything I’m doing, I like
to give myself a lot of time to be able to come back and adjust everything. Luckily, I
was able to do that here, and I think it created a successful result. I’m excited to take
these skills of how to create beautiful UI and UX and apply them to my next app.

